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Ah! safer far the darkling sea
Than where such perilous signals be;
To rock and storm and whirlwind turn
From eyes that melt, and eyes that burn.
A lady was very pressing that he should write some-
thing in her album—she thought his poems so
charming, his ballads so delicious, his epigrams so
delightful, etc. Mr. Hawker was impatient at this
poor flattery, and, taking up her album, wrote in it:
A best superfine coat .        .         .	5    5    o
A pair of kerseymere small-cloths	.    214    o
A waistcoat with silk buttons        .         .     i  10    o
£9    9   .o
Mr. Hawker was a poet of no mean order. His
* Quest of the Sangreal,' which is his most ambitious
composition, is a poem of great power, and contains
passages of rare beauty. It is unfortunate that he
should have traversed the same ground as the Poet
Laureate. The c Holy Grail' of the latter has eclipsed
the ' Quest' of the vicar of Morwenstow. But, if the
two poems be regarded without previous knowledge
of the name of their composers, I am not sure that
some judges would not prefer the masterpiece of the
Cornish poet to a piece in which Lord Tennyson
scarcely rises to his true level. In his * Quest of the
Sangreal' alone does the vicar of Morwenstow show
his real power. His ballads are charming; but a
ballad is never, and can never be, a poem of a high
order; it is essentially a popular piece of verse, with-
out any depth of thought; pleasing by its swing and
spirit, but not otherwise a work of art or genius. Mr.
Hawker was too fond of the ballad. His first successes
had been won in that line, and he adhered to it till
late. A few sonnets rise to the level of sonnets, also
never a very exalted one. 'His Legend of St. Cecily'
and £St. Thekla/ somewhat larger poems, are

